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In only 21 days, you'll have all the skills you need to get up and running efficiently. With this complete tutorial, you'll master the basics of database programming and then move on to the more advanced features and concepts. Understand the fundamentals of database programming in Visual C++. Master all the new and advanced database features that Visual C++6 offers. Learn how to effectively use the latest tools and features of Visual C++ for database programming by following practical, real-world examples. Get expert tips from a leading authority for programming your databases with Visual C++ 6 in the corporate environment.      

       About the Author
      Lyn Robison is a regular writer for the Visual C++ Developers Journal and is a senior software developer for Kaspia Systems, Inc., in Portland, Oregon. Kaspia produces software for network auditing and management. He specializes in high-throughput database applications, built with Microsoft tools.
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The CRC Card BookAddison Wesley, 1997

	Applying the object--oriented paradigm to the development of software requires individuals and teams to think and act differently than when designing procedural projects. While proponents of the object paradigm often say identifying objects is a simple and intuitive process, experienced developers know that this is not always true. The...
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Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality: 25th International Working Conference, REFSQ 2019, Essen, Germany, March 18–21, 2019, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11412))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the proceedings of the 25th International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering - Foundation for Software Quality, REFSQ 2019, held in Essen, Germany, in March 2019.

	
		The 13 full papers and 9 short papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 66 submissions. The papers...
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American History Through Literature 1870-1920Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005
This A-Z, cross-referenced and illustrated title provides a unique overview of the period following the Civil War through the emergence of the United States as a world power at the end of World War I. The set features more than 250 survey entries. Subjects include: political topics (Reform, Women's Suffrage); ideas in context (Scientific...
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Herpes Simplex Virus: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This second edition volume expands on the previous edition with a discussion of new and updated methods used to study the Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), along with a look at the latest developing technologies such as next generation sequencing, CRISPR/Cas9 engineering, and the use of BioID to identify protein-protein interactions....
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Piwik Web Analytics EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Without web analytics, you are blind on the internet. In order to improve conversions and revenue on your web- site, you need to know what is going on. Piwik gives you this data and unlike Google Analytics, gives you total control over its usage. Unlike Google analytics where the data can be read by Google, Piwik maintains complete...
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Optimizing and Assessing Information Technology, + Web Site: Improving Business Project ExecutionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A valuable guide to making better IT decisions within business


	Optimizing and Assessing Information Technology is designed to be both easy-to-use and immediately useful. Engaging and accessible, this book has been created to help you focus on improving business project execution through effective IT optimization and...
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